All measurements in direct muon decay, ? ! e ? + 2 neutrals, and its inverse, + e ? ! ? + neutral, are successfully described by the \V {A interaction," which is a particular case of a local, derivative-free, lepton-number-conserving, four-fermion interaction 1]. The matrix element is given below. The V {A form and the nature of the neutrals ( and e ), and hence the doublet assignments ( e e ? ) L and ( ? ) L , can be determined from experiments 2,3].
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All results in direct muon decay (energy spectra, polarizations, and angular distributions) and in inverse muon decay (the reaction cross section) at energies well below m W c 2 may be parametrized in terms of amplitudes g " and the Fermi coupling constant G F , using the matrix element 
We use the notation of Fetscher et al. 2 ], who in turn use the sign conventions and de nitions of Scheck 4] . Here = S; V; T indicate a scalar, vector, or tensor interaction; and "; = R; L indicate a right-or left-handed chirality of the electron or muon. The chiralities n and m of the e and are then determined by the values of , ", and . The particles are represented by elds of de nite chirality 5].
As shown by Langacker and London 6], explicit lepton-number nonconservation still leads to a matrix element equivalent to Eq. (1). They conclude that it is not possible, even in principle, to test lepton-number conservation in (leptonic) muon decay if the nal neutrinos are massless and are not observed.
The ten complex amplitudes g " (g T RR and g T LL are identically zero) and G F constitute 19 independent (real) parameters to be determined by experiment. The V {A interaction corresponds to the single amplitude g V LL being unity and all the others being zero.
C. Jarlskog 7] has noted that certain experiments observing the decay electron are especially informative if they yield the Here W e = max(E e ) = (m 2 + m 2 e )=2m is the maximum e energy, x = E e =W e is the reduced energy, and x 0 = m e =W e = 9:67 10 ?3 . The quantity P = jP j b has the signi cance of the direction in which a perfect polarization-sensitive electron detector would be most sensitive. The isotropic part of the spectrum, F IS (x), the anisotropic part, F AS (x), and the electron polarization,P e (x; ), depend on bilinear combinations|called decay parameters|of the coupling constants g " . Neglecting possible nonzero neutrino masses, we have, in terms of the decay parameters , , , , etc., If also the electron mass is neglected, the energy and angular distribution of the electron in the rest frame of a polarized muon ( ) is given by the Michel spectrum: Here is the angle between the electron momentum and the muon spin, and x 2E e =m . For pure V {A coupling, we obtain = = 3=4, = 1, and the di erential decay rate is Since the upper bounds on Q RR , Q LR , and Q RL are found to be small, and since the helicity of the in pion decay is known from experiment 9,10] to very high precision to be 
Thus the Standard Model assumption of a pure V {A leptonic charged weak interaction for e and is con rmed (within errors) by experiments at energies far below the mass of the W : Eq. (4) gives a lower limit for V {A, and Eqs. (2) and (3) give upper limits for the other four-fermion interactions. The existence of such upper limits may also be seen from Q RR +Q RL = (1? 0 )=2 and Q RR +Q LR = 1 2 (1+ =3?16 =9). Table 1 gives the current experimental limits on the magnitudes of the g " 's. 
